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Q: In order to keep welding costs as low as possible, shouldn't I just select the lowest price wire available? A: Several factors need to be considered in determining the overall cost of welding. Of course, the most obvious factor is the cost of consumables (electrode and protective gas or flow). The least obvious (and often overlooked) cost is labour and air expenditure that can be
allocated to the actual welding process. However, as we will see in our example, the labour and overhead portion of the actual cost of welding is generally between 60 and 70 per cent of the total cost. It is therefore much more important to choose an electrode that improves productivity (by increasing deposit rates) than selecting an electrode at a lower cost. A process to determine
the total costs of welding will be described below. Using an arbitrary rate of $50 labour and overhead and the market list price for a wide range of welding consumables, an estimate of the cost of a pound of welding metal filed is listed in Table 1. Five different operating factors were used (the lowest being 20 percent and the highest 60 percent), where the operating factor is defined
as the percentage of a welder's time that it is actually welding. For GMAW, FCAW-G and MCAW processes, a rate of $0.20 per cubic foot was used to protect gas costs. In addition to labour, electrode and protective gas costs, the electricity load required to power welding machines has been incorporated into the total welding costs. Although in our example, the cost of electricity
per pound of welding metal never exceeded $0.40, this value is not negligible and was therefore included in the calculations. On average, the cost of electricity was determined to be about 2 per cent of total welding costs when a rate of $0.20 per kilowatt hour was used. No demand-responsible pricing structure was used. The choice of the most economical welding process
(FCAW, GMAW, SMAW, etc.) and the welding electrode (wire or stick) complicates the choice of the most economical welding process (FCAW, GMAW, SMAW, etc.) and the quality welding electrode (wire or stick) in the manufacturing workshop. If the highest output energy sources presented to the welder happen to be 450 amp, 60 percent of service cycle machines, then the
response to electrode selection may not be as simple as use the largest wire diameter available to get the highest deposit rates. For example, in Table 1, the costs per pound for UltraCore 70C are shown and indicate that it is more economical to use 5/64 in diameter than to use 3/32 in diameter (at 60 for operating factor the cost per pound of welding metal is $7.14, compared to
$8.67). This is because at 450 amps, the deposit rate for 5/64 of The UltraCore 70C diameter is higher than that of 3/32 in diameter, due to its higher current density. However, if we had been able to fully exploit the full amperage range of 3/32 in the wire (with the maximum output amperage being about 700 amps), we would have seen the 3/32 diameter wire provide a one
Advantage. Thus, for our calculations, the welding current used was either the highest amperage value of the range provided for the electrode, or the maximum output of the welding machine (450 amps). From this amperage, a deposit rate in pounds per hour is determined, and then the total welding time for a deposited pound of welding metal can be calculated. This time, the
deposit of a pound of welding metal is listed in Table 2. At this point, the labour and overhead costs required to deposit this pound of welding metal can be determined by multiplying this time value by the indicated rate of work and overhead of $50 per hour. In addition to using a 450 amp multi-process energy source for potential open-label arc welding processes under study, we
also have an additional resource in the form of an AC/DC 1000 amp submerged arc welding energy source. Although operating factors approaching 80 percent or more are possible with submerged arc welding, we will limit the operating factor to 60 percent for the basis of comparison with open arc processes. However, we will make full use of the maximum of 1000 amps available
on the machine, as this aligns well with the recommended maximum current for 5/32 in the submerged arc wire. Given the constraints we have established, the components of total welding costs (at an operating factor of 60%) have been separated for potential welding consumables under review in Table 3. For an E7018 stick electrode, the work and overhead portion of the total
welding cost includes anywhere between 69 percent to 85 percent of the total welding cost. At the other end of the spectrum, the work component represents only 32 percent of the total welding cost for the 1000 amp submerged arc welding process. And finally, for wire-fed processes, the labour component of the total cost falls squarely between 60 percent and 70 percent. It is
interesting to note that in this example, although the costs of submerged arc welding consumables are higher than those of gas protection processes, the overall total cost of depositing a pound of welding metal is lower for submerged arcs. The message is that for open-arc processes, a 10 per cent reduction in labour costs will be greater than a 10 per cent reduction in
consumable costs. Once again, using 3/32 in UltraCore 70C as an example, a 10 percent reduction in labor and overhead will result in a transfer of nearly $0.60 per pound of welding metal deposited at the bottom line. On the other hand, a push for a 10 percent reduction in the consumable cost will only save $0.25 per pound of welding metal deposited. In the end Account,
switching to a higher deposit rate process will provide the biggest bang for the money by reducing the amount of time spent welding. And as we know, time is money. It should be remembered that these calculated costs listed in the accompanying tables are based on a labour and overhead rate of $50 per hour and the market list price for consumables. In real life world, very few
customers pay the list price, so in few cases it will be the real dollar value of welding costs in any given welding manufacturing workshop. However, the trends observed here will nevertheless be true. Welding processes that increase the deposit rate and increase productivity will reduce the largest component of welding costs - labour and overhead. Go to content Go to Open Menu
Navigation Back to the top of the Welding Cost Calculation page and times are important because welding can be a significant part of the costs in manufacturing welded structures and components. Knowing how to estimate the volume of welding to be deposited, and the typical time it will take to weld is important to prepare quotes and also to schedule schedules. The
WelderDestiny Compass: Weekly e-zine Subscription You can take a look at The WelderDestiny Compass back-issues by clicking here. Welding with the gas tungsten arc welding process (GTAW): GTAW is usually a low-deposit process. There are many resources available that address issues related to the calculation of welding costs from different angles, so it is important to
note that there are a number of ways to get an answer. The approach adopted in this web page is a relatively fundamental approach that should be easily modified for use in most cases. The measures taken to calculate welding costs and hours are: Calculate the volume of welding metal to be deposited. This is essentially based on the preparation of the weld and the length of the
weld. Calculate the welding metal mass that needs to be deposited, based on the density of the particular material you are working with. Apply a recoveratio actor to the calculated welding mass, to estimate the total amount of welding consumables required. (Some of the consumable will be wasted and will not end up in the joint. For example, in the case of armoured metal arch
welding (SMAW), there will be heel losses, slag losses and splash losses.) Based on the required consumable welding mass, you will now be able to discover the cost of welding filling metals by getting an appropriate quote from your filling metal supplier. This does not take into account additional consumables such as protective gas or grinding discs, etc. You will need to calculate
these costs separately, depending on the type of work you will do. Calculate how long it would take to deposit the necessary welding metal mass, based on a deposit rate for the particular welding process you will use. This value assumes a 100% arc on time. Apply an arc on the to take into account that no welder ever welds 100% of the time. There will be times when he needs to
remove a heel and replace it with another electrode, or perform some grinding or other cleaning between welding tracks, etc. Obviously, this factor will be different for each welder, but you can start with a typical industry value accepted, and refine this for your particular individual. or project. (Your business may be more or less efficient than the industry average, or the particular
job may be more difficult, resulting in a lower arc on the percentage. This is often the case for maintenance type work)This will now tell you how many man hours it will take to complete the job. Depending on the man's hours, you can then estimate how long it will take to complete the work, deciding how many welders will weld at the same time. Based on the calculation of human
time, and the assumption you made of the number of welding welders at the same time, you can estimate how many welders you need, and for how long. When calculating your labour costs at this point, be sure to add an allowance for assistants, and also unproductive time associated with your company's systems and processes. (Think of security meetings, morning meetings,
quality circles, safety inspections or other administrative processes.) Each company will also have a certain allocation of overhead based on the total time it takes to complete the job. This takes into account the cost of management, quality control personnel, equipment, indirect consumables, etc. These overheads will be different for each business, and will also vary considerably
from industry to industry. Sometimes the estimator simply uses a factor based on the costs calculated above (e.g., multiplying costs calculated by 1.5 to account for overheads.) and sometimes this will be a higher rate based on the number of hours of welding. (e.g. $50 per man hour overhead.) Please keep in mind that this discussion about calculating welding costs only looks like
welding operation. It does not take into account the costs associated with materials or boiler manufacturing/construction activities. Double welding pipeline seals with submerged arc welding: SAW is typically a high deposit rate process. Estimating packages for calculating welding costs The calculation of welding costs and times would obviously be quite long if we have to re-
calculate the basics for each estimate you need to make, so that most companies will have some sort of automated estimation system. There are a number of generalized business estimation packages available, which can be used for almost any type of work. The shortcoming of most of these generalized estimating systems is that the methodology for calculating welding costs
and times is not sufficiently detailed. In this situation, the calculation of welding times and costs is generally included in more specialized estimating applications that focus on welding operation. Many companies have a combination of business estimation packages, combined with a selection of spreadsheets to provide some inputs to the business estimation package. Obviously,
some companies only use a selection of spreadsheets to make their estimates, which would include calculating costs and welding hours. This is particularly the case for small businesses. Helps calculate welding costs and To help you calculate welding costs and hours, we've made available a spreadsheet that makes welding volume and time-based calculations. You can
download the spreadsheet by clicking here. Although I've been careful to make a spreadsheet that makes reasonably accurate calculations, WelderDestiny takes no responsibility for the answers you get from this spreadsheet. Please use at own risk. To help you get on your way, here are some explanations on how to use the spreadsheet to calculate welding costs and hours. The
spreadsheet contains two spreadsheets. The first spreadsheet deals with bevelled welds, butts and fillets. The second is the TYK seals. TYK seals are treated separately because they are much more complicated in calculating welding volume. Guidelines for calculating welding costs and hours for the e bevel tip net spreadsheet: In the Evelin Butt Desset spreadsheet, welding
details are captured on the upper left side. In the first column, there are 5 different types of welding preparations described. (Each welding preparation has been replicated 4 times, allowing you to enter more than one of each type if necessary.) This is highlighted in yellow. The following 5 columns deal with the different dimensions associated with different welding preparations.
This is where you enter the raw dimensional data for the calculations. These columns have been highlighted in light blue. To exclude any lines from the calculations, make sure the value of the Length column is zero. (Currently, typical values have been entered, just to offer some advice.) Please note the units used for the different dimensions. This spreadsheet has been
completed in SI units. If there is enough demand, I will replicate that in the imperial units, although it would be easy enough for you to make those changes yourself. The next 4 columns are the outputs of the calculations. (Please note that if you change anything in these columns, then the calculations will be affected, so be careful.) The calculations here take into account
dimensional data, as well as the filling metal and welding details further down the left side of the spreadsheet. These columns have been highlighted in light green. Sketches showing the different welding preparations and associated dimensions are also included just to the right and below the calculation table. The metal filling details are entered into the light blue highlighted cells
on the left side under the computational table. The welding details entered the light blue highlighted cells below the details of Below the welding details is a list of the terms used in the spreadsheet. At the bottom right of the spreadsheet, in line with the filling details are some typical values that can be used for different welding processes and materials. Just above that are a couple
of quick calculators to convert pounds per hour in kilograms per hour and inches into millimeters. At the bottom of the spreadsheet, there are many reference documents to help make decisions about deposit rates and efficiency. Please take care of the units, as some of the references are in imperial units and some in IS units. You can use quick calculators to perform required unit
conversions before entering the values into the spreadsheet. The results of the spreadsheet calculations are summarized in the Total line that appears in a bold red font. The total filling requirement, including compensation for the percentage recovery of welding metals, is given in the Total Filler Required cell. Typical deposit rates that can be expected with different welding
processes. Please note that the dimensional details entered into the spreadsheet will be subject to values entered into the filling details and welding details to obtain the necessary calculations. This means that you can only deal with one filling metal and one welding process at a time. This complicates the calculation of welding costs and times for multi-process welding, but it can
still be done as follows: First apply dimensional and welding data as if you were only welding the root process. For example, if the root process was going to be a 1000mm long, 4mm thick Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) deposit on a 20mm-thick plate using an angle included 60-degree single vee welding with a 4mm root hole, then you'll enter: a 30-plus; b - 2; T - 4; h - 0;
Length - 1. (Make sure you enter the necessary GTAW values into the filling and welding details sections.) Then apply dimensional and welding details as if you only weld the filling and cap treatment. If we want to weld the rest of the joint described in the above point with the flow-core arc welding process (FCAW), then we'll enter the following information for the FCAW section: a
30 euros; b - 5; (This is an approximation of what the root gap would be if we removed the GTAW section.) T - 16; (20mm plate thickness minus 4mm for the root process.) h - 3mm; (Approximation of the height of the cork reinforcement.) Length 1 (Make sure to enter the necessary FCAW values in the filling and welding details sections.) The metal and hour filling values
calculated from the above colon can then be used appropriately to perform the rest of the cost and time estimates. The guidelines for calculating welding costs and hours for the spreadsheet of TYK joints are as follows: This spreadsheet is oriented to the T and Y joints between two sections of pipes that cross in one plane. Outside of the intersections of aircraft pipes, and the seals
that intersect at the node would require some modifications to obtain precise answers, although the answers will not be too far away. On the upper left side of the spreadsheet, we have the main dimensional information. This is largely based on the diameter of the smaller limb, and the angle that the smaller limb makes with the main limb. Light blue cells are where you need to
enter the Information. Light green cells show you calculated information. As a general rule, you don't want to play with green cells. Below the dimensional information on the upper left side is where the filling information entered. (In light blue cells.) For the TYK Joints spreadsheet, you need to enter root information and major welding processes. This allows you to do the whole
calculation in one go, when you have different processes for root and filling/cork. If you only have one process, enter a root thickness of 0mm. Beneath the detailed sections of the spreadsheet filling and welding process is the entry section Detailed Information on TYK Joint Welds. It is a matrix that also defines the details of weld preparation for the different parts of the weld. Enter
only relevant dimensional information into the cells that have been highlighted in light blue. The cells highlighted in light green are calculated values, so do not mess with these cells. To help choose which of the different welding details are appropriate, there are four sketches included on the right side of the spreadsheet. (Detail 36; Detail 37; Detail 38; Detail 39) You must select a
Weld toe line, a welding sides line and a Welding Heel line to use in calculations. You select this by placing a 1 (Yes) or 0 (No) in the relevant cell of the column of the welding detail matrix. Be guided by the descriptions of Column A and the angles given in Column B. (Note that this is based on the details given in AWS D1.1, but you need to select the most appropriate welding
details. Please ignore the highlighted grey block on the lower right side of the spreadsheet. This is used for embedded calculations. If you play with these cells, you will get the wrong answers. The calculated amounts of filling metal and man hours are specified below the welding detail information, and are highlighted in pink. Please read the Notes section at the bottom left of the
spreadsheet for additional directions on how to use the spreadsheet. Using the spreadsheets provided, you should be able to get the necessary consumable welding values and man welding hour required to perform the higher-level cost estimates for your welding work. The WelderDestiny Compass: Weekly e-zine Subscription You can take a look at The WelderDestiny Compass
back-issues by clicking here. Here.
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